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HIGHLIGHTS AND TRENDS 

Changes in population trends and in patterns of philan 
thropy have been reflected in subtle shifts in the pro
gram of the Hogg Foundation during 1979-80. For 
example, the aging of the population and the movement of 
people from the snowbelt to the sunbelt have resulted in 
an increasing emphasis on programs related to older 
people. This focus on programs for the elderly balances 
against the past eight years of emphasis on children, an 
emphasis enlarged by the implementat ion of the Ima Hogg 
Foundation. Almost half of the grants in the previous 
year were designated for programs on behalf of children. 
The role of private philanthropy in support of public 
s ervice, also a concern of the Hogg Foundation, served 
as a planning focus for the second Robert Lee Sutherland 
Seminar. Designation of 1980- 81 as the International 
Year of the Handicapped Child and of the year of the 
White House Conference on Aging gave impetus to both 
large thrusts of the Hogg Foundation's program. 

Health promotion and primary prevention activities have 
been directed at improving the quality of life and 
general level of health by intervening with "healthy" 
people. 

Because such emphases place a searchlight on the commu
nity at large, the Hogg Foundation has allocated re
sources where they will be effective by concentrating 
populat ions at high statistical risk and concentrating 
on causal factors at various stages. Under this devel
opmental model, the period of early childhood is only 
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one of several foci, with concerns noted all along the 
continuum of human development, through aging. 

During the year a total of 60 grants were made. Of 
these, 14 were internal ones developed for special men
tal health undertakings involving the Hogg Foundation. 
Some of these overall grants reflected the increased 
emphases on needs of people throughout the life span; 
others were concerned with specific studies ranging from 
Texas - Mexico border problems and mental health to an 
ecological analysis of psychological adjustment of uni
versity students. 

While many foundations consider the granting of monetary 
assistance their chief charge, the Hogg Foundation 
offers a limited amount of consultation and technical 
assistance to project personnel, when requested, as an 
integral part of its work. The monetary amount of the 
grants made from the Will C. Hogg Fund ranged from $600 
to $35, 000. The smallest figure went for aid with a 
workshop regarding older people , while the largest was 
designated for statewide efforts of Citizens for Human 
Development. 

Citizens for Human Development 

During its second year of operation, Citizens for Human 
Development has increased greatly its efforts directed 
toward involving people across the state of Texas in the 



mental health and mental retardation program planning 
processes. Through education and information activities, 
policy analysis and research, and community participa
tion, Citizens has reached 7,000 Texans with its news
letter and has received information in the form of 
nearly 2, 000 questionnaires returned. Presently, these 
questionnaires which elicit public opinion concerning 
service needs are being analyzed for presentation before 
various community groups around the state. The educa
tion and information activities will be expanded to 
include the results of the survey and community forums. 
These findings should serve as input to the various 
planning bodies currently affecting mental health and 
mental retardation expenditures from the local level to 
the state level. 

Research 

While the Foundation's major emphases continue to be in 
the areas of program development and the implementation 
and provision of new or experimental types of mental 
health services, smaller grants are made each year to 
support the type of research which frequently generates 
the ideas for programs or services. Examples of 
research funded by the Foundation in 1979-80 included : 
(1) a study of depression in children; (2) an examina
tion of the factors associated with the relative influ
ence of the family and work experience on the adjustment 
of former prisoners after their reentry to society; (3) 
a study of ecological factors related to the spatial 
distribution of mental disorders; and (4) an investiga
tion of working parents' perceptions regarding the 
degree to which various parental role functions are 
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viewed as their primary responsibility and the degree to 
which they would like community agencies to assume pri
mary responsibility. In these cases and others, the 
research findings have applied implications for various 
social service and mental health agencies. 

Studies in Child Development 

Indicative of programs for children is a research pro
ject following up Mexican-American children and their 
families who were given special training as part of a 
national experiment at the Parent-Child Development 
Center in Houston. The main goals of this national 
experiment are to provide and evaluate educational 
opportunities and a variety of supportive systems for 
low income families with very young children. The 
mother is viewed as the primary recipient of the program 
and the focus is on improved mental, emotional, and 
social development in the first years of the child's 
life. 

Programa Padres e Hijos, a bilingual infant development 
and parent education program, involves low-income 
Mexican-American families in East Austin. This project 
builds on the work and research findings of the national 
experiment at the Houston Parent-Child Development 
Center. Emphasizing non-formal educational processes at 
low cost, the main components of this project involve 
the areas of parenting skills, improvement of parent
child relationships, promotion of physical and mental 
health, and research and evaluation of various 
intervention models and bilingual audiovisual materials 
in human growth and development. 



Robert Lee Sutherland Chair 

The endowed Robert Lee Sutherland Chair in Mental Health 
and Social Policy became a reality to be announced at 
the second Robert Lee Sutherland seminar on October 4, 
1980. Endowed by gifts of over one-half million dol
lars, this Chair recognizes Dr. Sutherland's work in 
mental health. Distinguished scholars from a variety of 
disciplines will be brought to The University of Texas 
at Austin on a visiting basis to provide a focus for 
studies and public services dealing with mental health 
and social policy within the School of Social Work. 

Reflections 

What began in 1940-41 as a modest educational endeavor 
had broadened to a program of utilizing both the written 
and spoken word as education tools, making grants to 
agencies and organizations for community projects and to 
institutions for the advancement or development of 
applied research in the behavioral sciences. 

Although the Hogg Foundation is more reactive than pro
active in its granting procedures, an effort is always 
made to balance the program so far as possible in terms 
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of geographical areas and types of projects. Special 
attention is given to requests which come from rural 
areas or from previously underserved groups. It is 
usually clear that the Foundation's monies are only one 
portion of needed support; joint sponsorship in terms of 
money or in kind effort is generally expected. 

Even with such efforts, gaps in program development can 
be noted at the end of any year. Perhaps in 1979-80, 
attention was not directed strongly enough to the neg
lected problems of immigrants entering Texas from other 
countries or to innovative ways of dealing with areas 
such as changing family structure or of ameliorating the 
effects of unemployment on individuals. 

Thus, beginning the final decade of its half century of 
existence, the Hogg Foundation has endeavored to remain 
open to serving the mental health needs of all the 
people of Texas. 

At the close of its fortieth year, 1940-1980, it is 
hoped that the Annual Report wil I offer a miniature 
panoramic view of both the past and the future promise 
for the Hogg Foundation for Mental Health as it moves 
toward its fiftieth anniversary in 1990. 



IMA HOGG FOUNl)ATION 

During its fourth year the Ima Hogg Foundation supported 
programs at seven different agencies and institutions 
serving children in Houston and Harris County. As in 
the past, the Ima Hogg Foundation has tried not only to 
meet service needs, but also to maximize the inter
agency cooperation needed to complete a network of men
tal health services for the children of Houston. The 
Ima Hogg Foundation made eight grants totaling $239, 737 
during 1979-80. Six awards continued the support of 
previously-funded projects, while two went to programs 
receiving their first Ima Hogg grant. 

The Houston Child Guidance Center and The University of 
Texas Health Science Center at Houston were given two 
grants totaling $92, 548 for the fourth year of a five
year commitment totaling $500,000. This program was the 
first Ima Hogg Foundation project and has a goal of 
increasing the number of community-oriented child psy
chiatrists and psychiatrically trained family prac
titioners in the Houston area. The funds support sti
pends for Fellows in child psychiatry at the Child 
Guidance Center. The first graduate of the program, Dr. 
Estella Robinson, will continue to work at the Child 
Guidance Center on a variety of clinical and community 
projects. 

The Mental Health and Mental Retardation Authority in 
Harris County received a second-year grant of $29,321 to 
support their Adolescent Day School program for children 
whose emotional problems prevent them from receiving 
traditional schooling. In addition to vocational and 
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prevocational training, the youngsters learn everyday 
living skills which will enable them to live 
independently in the future. The program has a caseload 
of 15-18 adolescents, most of whom are referred by the 
Houston Independent School District. For many of these 
children the Adolescent Day School is the only 
alternative to hospitalization. 

The DePelchin Faith Home was given $33,864, the second 
of five years of support, for the residential treatment 
program, Bayou Place. Bayou Place provides a 24-hour 
therapeutic milieu for 20 school-aged children with 
severe emotional problems. During the past year four 
diagnostic beds were added to help meet an acute short
age of short-term beds in the Houston area. The Ima 
Hogg Foundation funds are used for staff training, 
consultation, and evaluation services. 

The Family Service Center of Houston was granted 
$29, 285, the second of three years of support, for two 
programs located at the Houston Parent-Child Development 
Center (PCDC). Part of the grant supports the PCOC 
Alumni Association, a Mexican-American organization pro
viding continued training in parenting and self-help 
skills for the graduates of the two-year PCDC program. 
El Centro Familiar, a family counseling service, is also 
supported by the grant and offers family and individual 
counseling to PCDC participants, alumni, and other fami
lies in the predominantly Mexican-American northeast 
section of Houston. 



A second and final grant in the amount of $10, 619 was 
received by The University of Texas Health Science 
Center's Department of Psychiatry for their Pediatric 
Consultation Liaison Service. These Ima Hogg funds pro
vide the salary of a staff psychologist who serves as a 
liaison between the Center and the various community 
agencies which receive pediatric referrals for psychi
atric evaluation and treatment. 

Two programs received Ima Hogg funds for the first time 
in 1979-80. Houston Achievement Place (HAP) was given 
$15, 000 for the first of three years of support for an 
art therapist. HAP provides services and training to 
neglected and abused teenagers via the "teaching family" 
model. The agency has three group homes where adoles
cents live while learning new skills and behaviors 
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before returning to their parents, guardians, or an 
independent living situation. The new staff therapist 
will add an art therapy component to the activities 
already offered by HAP and will also provide follow-up 
services for graduates of the program. 

The second project receiving initial Ima Hogg Foundation 
support is the Texas Woman's University's Child Therapy 
Training Program located at the Texas Research Institute 
of the Mental Sciences (TRIMS}. TRIMS received $29, 100, 
the first of two grants, to provide stipends for three 
minority trainees. The grant allows the Child Therapy 
Clinic at TRIMS to meet the needs of 33 percent more 
clients while at the same time training more minority 
service providers for the Houston area. 



CONTINUING PROGRAMS 

Robert Lee Sutherland Seminar 11 

The Foundation's Executive Committee and a statewide 
Executive Advisory Committee continued planning for the 
second Robert Lee Sutherland Seminar. Set for October 
3-4, 1980, the seminar's theme was "Private Initiative 
in Support of Public Purpose." 

The foci of both planning groups were the program and 
the invitation list. Alan Pifer, President of the 
Carnegie Corporation, accepted an invitation to be the 
keynote speaker. Other program participants included 
The University of Texas System Regent Jane Weinert 
Blumberg; Helen Farabee, Chair, Special Committee on 
Delivery of Human Services in Texas; and Rita Clements, 
Head, Governor's Office for Volunteer Services. 

About 800 individuals were expected to attend the key
note program on Friday evening and slightly more than 
200 to accept invitations in Saturday workshops which 
were designed to focus on ( 1) "Means by Which the Pri
vate and Public Sectors Can Better Support and Help One 
Another in the Attainment of Common Goals," (2) "The 
Most Appropriate and Effective Role for the Independent 
Sector in Mobilizing Grass Root Support," and (3) "How 
Can Philanthropy be More Responsible and More Effec
tive?" 
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Evaluation Research Program 

The Foundation's evaluation research program, now in its 
fifth year, offers at least two fellowships to doctoral 
candidates at The University of Texas at Austin. Campus
wide competition for the fellowships has generated mn
siderable interest in the program and a large number of 
outstanding applicants. The program's goals are ( 1) to 
train students in evaluation research, (2) to keep Foun
dation professionals current in the most recent develop
ments in the area, and ( 3) to identify factors that con
tribute to the success or failure of selected projects. 

The Foundation's fellows, together with other invited 
students and staff members, participate in occasional 
seminars dealing with the principles, practices, prob
lems, and examples of evaluation research. Presenta
tions are offered by Foundation Executive Committee mem
bers, guest speakers, and students themselves. During 
the 1979-80 fiscal year the Foundation's direct 
expenses, including fellowship stipends, for the program 
were $12, 575. 

Voluntary Associations and Self-Assessment 

The Foundation continued its development of a self
assessment packet designed to strengthen voluntary 



associations by enabling organizational leadership to 
assess the orientations and sentiments of their member
ships. The study was originally developed in coopera
tion with the Association of Junior Leagues. One 
hundred and seventy three Leagues have used the packet 
to date to determine what their members were hoping to 
experience through their voluntary participation, what 
pleased them most and least, what they thought their 
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organization should be doing in their local community, 
and other related phenomena. A modification of the 
packet is in process in order that it can be used by 
other general purpose community oriented groups. To 
date, two other organizations used the modification 
successfully. It will be available for general use 
after additional pre-testing and revising. A monograph 
on voluntarism is also planned. 









MENTAL HEAL TH EDUCATION 

How can an organization keep quality up, costs down, 
readership steady, and information varied? These were 
questions which the Mental Health Education staff 
attempted to answer during the fiscal year. 

Quality of the publications was, of course, the prime 
consideration. The informational base had to be accu
rate and valid. The subject matter needed to be of 
interest to a variety of persons. The writing was 
required to be thought-stimulating. 

With the rise in publishing costs, the question of pro
viding good pamphlets on a regular basis without lower
ing standards was a difficult one for solution. One 
answer came in the addition of leaflets as a regular 
adjunct to the publications program. In some ways, it 
was felt, the abbreviated information in the leaflet 
might appeal to many people whose reading time was 
limited but whose curiosity about various subjects was 
real. Both printing and mailing costs could be lessened 
by publishing leaflets without lowering quality of writ
ing or of information. 

The problem of maintaining readership was solved through 
careful attention to each mailing piece and to a firm 
effort to respond to requests which came to the Founda
tion. Also, constant attention was centered on subject 
matter which might be stimulating to the readership. 
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• 
The dilemma of providing varied information was partial
ly solved in the use of leaflets. While it has been a 
policy of the Foundation to base the pamphlets on pro
jects which the Foundation had supported or from talks 
or articles completed by ttie Foundation "extended 
family," such constraints did not hold in the matter of 
leaflets. Since "The Human Condition" radio series 
deals with a broad spectrum of mental health topics, it 
was possible to select some interviews to deal with 
topics which were not plentiful in the pamphlet series. 
Those interviews were then adapted for leaflets, thus 
enlarging the scope of topics dealt with in print. 

General Mailings 

Eight publications were introduced in 1979-80. New 
pamphlets were Delivery of Mental Health Services; 
Social, Cultural, and Family Factors; Curtain Calls: 
Puppetry for Seniors; Can An Adult Change? ( 1980 
revision); and Avondale House: An Innovative Approach 
for Disturbed Children and Their Families. 

The new leaflets were adapted from "The Human Condition" 
radio series. They are A Conversation with Helen C. 
Spear, "On Stress" and A Conversation with George G. 
Meyer, "Mental Health of the Aging." The other two new 



publications during the year were the 1980 Publications 
List and the 1979-80 catalog of "The Human Condition" 
cassette series offered through the library. Quarterly 
issues of the Hogg Foundation News were sent in each 
mailing. 

The above publications were distributed in quarterly 
mailings sent out as follows : 

Fall Mailing 21,072 pieces of literature 
Winter Mailing 21,657 pieces of literature 
Spring Mailing 22,254 pieces of literature 
Summer Mailing 22,827 pieces of literature 

Total materials in general mailings: 87,810 

The Human Condition 

" The Human Condition" continued to have extended life 
through the dissemination of the programs by library 
loan cassettes. Many of these were used for workshops 
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and seminars; soine were chosen because of personal 
interest in the subject matter. 

"The Human Condition" cassettes continue to be requested 
in large numbers. Persons using the cassettes are 
invited to copy them if they desire to do so for any 
uses other than rebroadcast. The programs consider 
mental health in broad aspects. During the fiscal year 
1979-80, 1,310 cassettes were sent out. 

Talks, Workshops, Seminars 

Talks, workshops, class lectures, and seminars 
constitute an important phase of the Foundation's mental 
health education thrust. More than two dozen workshops 
in Texas and out of state were conducted and half a 
dozen university classes were addressed. In addition, 
courses on gerontology and sociology were conducted. 
Approximate! y two dozen talks were carried out. Subject 
matter ranged from general mental health to special 
problems of children. Many aspects of aging were 
subjects for discussions. 







LIBRARIES AND CONFERENCE ROOM 

Hogg Foundation Library 

The Hogg Foundation Library is a special library com
posed of books, journals, and pamphlets in the general 
area of mental health, community organization, and 
allied fields. It contains approximately 2, 200 books 
and 2, 800 pamphlets relating to psychology, psychiatry, 
gerontology, pediatrics, social work, sociology, educa
tion, family life, and sex roles in our society. This 
library is open to the public weekdays between 8:00 a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. 

Regional Foundation Library 

The Regional Foundation Library at the Hogg Foundation 
is one of the 90 regional collections of The Foundation 
Center. As such, it contains the publications of The 
Foundation Center and the Foundation Council and micro
fich copies of Internal Revenue Service 990 AR and 990 
PF information returns for foundations in Texas. It 
also has over 250 books, 150 pamphlets, annual reports 
of many of the foundations throughout the United States. 
innumerable newspaper clippings, and material on fund 
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raising and proposal writing. Persons wishing to 
research foundations and/or proposal writing are invited 
to visit the library weekdays between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 
p.m. 

Conference Room 

The Robert Lee Sutherland Conference Room was the scene 
for more than 100 meetings during 1979-80. One of the 
most memorable was a week-long UNESCO working conference 
on child development, bringing to the Foundation out
standing authorities from all over the world. 

Evaluation research seminars, special meetings with con
sultants in various fields, including a number on the 
impact of Mexican-American Culture and Economic Stress 
on Mental Health of Mexican and Mexican-American fami
lies, Citizens for Human Development, the Texas Associa
tion for Children with Learning Disabilities, the Mental 
Health Management Council, and others were held for 
times varying from several hours to entire days. 
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Stanford University 
Dr. J. Cotter Hirschberg, Psychiatrist and Dean of the Faculty, Menninger School 
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PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

987Y Biological Psychiatry *25,000.00 A special grant from the Mary Dr. Robert L. San Antonio, 
Research Program Yates Memorial Fund for sup- Leon UT-Health Science 
$100,000 funded since port of biological psychiatry Center 
March, 1977 research projects. 

1022 Mexican-American Health 595.66 Valuable data generated at the Dr. David Austin, 
Care in South Texas LBJ School of Public Affairs Warner UT-Austin, LBJ 
$5, 095. 66 funded since are being organized and corre- School of Public 
June, 1977 lated with other available data Affairs 

of this target population. 

1031 Behavior-Genetic Study 2,500.00 A research study concerning Dr. Lillian H. Galveston, 
of Hyperactivity in Twins the etiology of hyperactivity Lockhart UT Medical Branch 
and Their Siblings which can be used as a basis 
$11, 500 funded since for new treatment plans and 
August, 1977 counseling procedures for 

parents of hyperactive children. 

1055 Relationship Between li,339.00 This research will focus on Dr. Linda Clear Lake City, 
Family System Dynamics family system dynamics Bell University of Houston 
and Parenting Behavior associated with child abuse Dr. Rita 
$25, 7111 funded since in order to develop educa- Justice 
November, 1977 tional and therapeutic 

techniques aimed at primary 
and secondary prevention. 
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*Mary Yates Memorial Fund, administered by the Hogg Foundation 

PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

1076 Impact of Mexican 14, 613. 29 A two-stage, cross-cultural Dr. Ira Austin, 
Culture and Economic investigation of the interaction lscoe UT-Austin, Institute 
Stress Upon Mental and of Mexican and Mexican Amer- of Human Develop-
Physical Health ican webworks (support ment and Family 
$99, 417. 27 funded since systems), economic stress, Services 
February, 1978 and mental and physical health. 

1077 Border Problems and 3,294.55 A project to explore and de- Ad Hoc Com- Corpus Christi, 
Mental Health velop resources that impact mittee, CSWF Conference of $56,431.17 funded since mental health in the U.S.- Southwest March, 1978 Mexico border region through Foundations 

a program of research, training, 
education,and establishment of 
binational networks, in cooper-
ation with other foundations and 
administered by an ad hoc group 
of the Committee on Cooperative 
Projects. 

1105 Head Start Mental Health 2,838.00 In a tri-county, high-poverty Ms. Analea Center, Program area, a mental health consul- Rawson Tri-County $19,347 funded since tant will work in a demonstra- Mr. F. D. Community June , 1978 tion program for children McClure 
enrolled in a Head Start pro-
ject and with their parents, 
teachers, and other staff. 
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PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 

NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

1122 Robert Lee Sutherland 35,000.00 A challenge grant matched on Dr. GeorgeK. Austin, 

Chair in Mental Health a three-to-one basis by gifts Herbert UT-Austin, School 

and Social Policy from UT-Austin School of of Social Work 

$70, 000 funded since Social Work alumni, faculty, Foundation 

July, 1978 and students contributed to 
this chair in memory of the 
life and work of Dr. Robert 
Lee Sutherland. 

1128 Citizens for Human 35,008.60 As an outgrowth of the First Mrs. Shirley Statewide, 

Development Robert Lee Sutherland Seminar Camfield Citizens for Human 

$111, 508 funded since in Mental Health which evalu- Ms. Elyse Development 

August, 1978 ated the "President's Commis- Barry 
sion on Mental Health Report," 
this citizens organization will 
coordinate a series of local 
educational consortiums to 
interpret goals of specific 
significance to Texas. 

1133 Puppetry Skill Training 1,000.00 Persons from Senior Citizen Ms. Pat Austin, 
Skill for Senior Citizens Centers and Nursing Homes Fiske Bijuberti Players 
$9, 720 funded since will be enlisted in shows for 
September, 1978 other elderly persons and 

young people. 

1160 Mainline Drug Express 11,960.00 Support of the evaluation Ms. Peg Fort Worth, 
$19, 520 funded since of a mobile,decentralized Knapp Tarrant Council on 
March, 1979 drug abuse education, pre- Alcoholism and Drug 

vention, and referral service Abuse 
using professional staff mem-
bers and volunteers. 
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PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

1189 Consumer Credit 3,500.00 This new service will combine Mr. J. B. Austin, 
Counseling credit counseling and financial Brannen Child and Family 
$8, 500 funded since management assistance with Service 
April , 1979 other mental health services, 

making it an important adjunct 
to the family counseling service 
presently provided by the 
agency. 

1195 Parent Resource Center 31,384.00 This project will aid in the Mr. Alvis Austin, 
assessment of parental needs Bentley Texas Congress of 
and attitudes and the develop- Mrs. Coylene Parents and Teachers 
ment of demonstration seminars Bohn 
tailored to meet the special 
needs of traditional and non-
traditional families as identified 
in the attitudinal needs assess-
ment survey. 

1222 Role of Morioamine 5,211.00 This research, based upon a Dr. Creed W. Galveston, 
Oxidase in Schizo- recent break-through in the Abell UT-Medical Branch, 
phrenia development of antibodies Dr. Robert M. Department of Human 
$26, 329 funded since to monoamine oxidase, demon- Rose Biological Chemistry 
August, 1979 strates a high potential for 

clarifying the relationship 
between lowered levels of 
monoamine oxidase and 
schizophrenia. 
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PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 

NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

1223 Psychosomatic Chest 18,692.00 A research project, to be Mr. George T. Corpus Christi, 

Pains Among Hispanic conducted by the Children's Phillips The Children's Heart 

Children Heart Program of South Texas, Dr. James W. Program of South 
Driscoll Foundation Children's Simpson Texas 
Hospital, will examine the 
familial and psychological fac-
tors contributing to the occur-
ence of functional chest pain 
among children in a pediatric 
health care center in South 
Texas. 

1225 Samaritan Center 10,000.00 The Samaritan Center offers a Dr. James R. Nacogdoches, 
team approach to help clients Laurie Samaritan Center 
with stress-related problems 
through the use of ministers, 
psychotherapists, and /or 
physicians, as needed. 

1227 Counseling Parents of 5, 300.00 Support of direct services, Ms. Terri L. Austin, 

Exceptional Children training and evaluation com- Mccaslin Austin Genetic 
$15,900 funded since ponents of a parent counsel- Counseling Services 
August, 1979 ing project for counseling 

parents of children with 
genetic diseases in which 
physicians, university edu-
cators, and other all ied 
health professionals will be 
joined by private agency 
personnel. 
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PROJECT 
NUMBER 

1233 

1235 

1238 

TITLE 

Public Spending for 
Children in Texas 

Ecological Analysis of the 
Psychological and Social 
Adjustment of Adult Uni
versity Students 

Social Work Service for 
the Neonatal Unit 

AMOUNT 
-$ 

10,000.00 

10,670.00 

15,478.31 

DESCRIPTION 

This research will make use of 
data generated by the special 
committee on the Delivery of 
Human Services to analyze pat
terns of public expenditures 
for services to children. 

A grant supporting an investi
gation of the social and psycho
logical adjustment of adult uni
versity students. The research 
is quite timely in view of the 
increasing number of older 
students attending our colleges 
and universities. 

This new service would pro
vide a professionally trained 
social worker to help deal 
with the emotional and social 
needs of parents of newborn 
infants, particu1a·r1y those who 
need special physical care or 
have high risk factors in their 
birth. 
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PROJECT 
CONTACT 

Dr. W. Norton 
Grubb 

Mr. Michael D. 
Campbell 
Dr. Gary R. 
Hanson 

Ms. Maud W. 
Keeling 

CITY AND/OR 
INSTITUTION 

Austin, 
UT-Austin LBJ 
School of Public 
Affairs 

Austin, 
UT-Austin, Dean 
of Students Office 

Corpus Christi, 
Driscoll Foundation 



PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

121l3 Intervention Strategy 15,778.00 Study of social interaction Dr. Deborah Dallas, 
for Integrating Hearing between deaf and hearing pre- Vandell UT-Dallas, Program 
and Dear Preschoolers schoolers to determine primar- in Psychology and 

ily how changing the children's Human Development 
behavior makes possible more 
positive interactions. The pro-
ject has implications for main-
streaming in the schools. 

1246 Development of Inter- 16,322.00 To expand the work of the com- Dr. Guy E. Austin, 
disciplinary Resources mittee for gerontology into the Shuttlesworth UT-Austin, Office 
and Training in Aging areas of resource development/ Dr. Michael of Vice President for 

dissemination and professional Duffy Academic Affairs 
training. 

1250 Family Education 12,000.00 The Dallas Council on Alcohol- Ms. Sara Dallas, 
Program ism, through this new service, Whitley Dallas Council on 

is seeking to strengthen Ms. Wyndi Alcoholism 
families in which one member Warren 
is an alcohol abuser by 
emphasizing the role of each 
family member in the treat-
ment and intervention pro-
cesses. 
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PROJECT TITLE 
NUMBER 

1253 Retablos - A Visual
Oral History Project 
for Mexican-American 
Senior Citizens 

1256 Depression in Children 
- A Developmental High 
Risk Approach 

1261 Perceived Parental 
Responsibilities in Dual 
Working Families 

AMOUNT 
$ 

3,310.00 

23,000.00 

9,710.00 

DESCRIPTION 

To conduct a series of art 
workshops with Mexican
American senior citizens. 
These workshops will be a 
medium for reaching isolated 
citizens and for helping to 
increase their self-concept 
and mental health. 

A three-stage study aimed 
at sharpening the definition 
of childhood depression as a 
distinct clinical syndrome by 
examining the correlates of 
depression in ( 1) normal 
children, ( 2) clinical depressed 
children and their mothers, 
and ( 3) children of depressed 
and nondepressed mothers. 

Investigation of working par
ents' perceptions regarding the 
degree to which various paren
tal role functions are viewed as 
their primary responsibility and 
the degree to which they would 
like community institutions and 
agencies to assume this respon
sibility. 
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PROJECT 
CONTACT 

Mr. David 
Ellis 

Dr. Alexander 
W. Siegel 
Dr. Lynn P. 
Rehn 

Dr. Lucia A. 
Gilbert 
Dr. Gary R. 
Hanson 

CITY AND/OR 
INSTITUTION 

Austin, 
lnterart Public Art, 
Incorporated 

Houston, 
University of 
Houston, Department 
of Psychology 

Austin, 
UT-Austin, Department 
of Educational Psychology 



PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT 
NUMBER $ 

1263 Bilingual Infant Devel- 22, 051. 91 
opment and Parent Edu-
cation Program 

1264 Act Your Age Drama 8,732.00 
Program 

1267 Texas Foundations 950.00 
Directory-Fourth 
Edition 

DESCRIPTION 

This project will seek the en-
hancement of parenting skills, 
improvement of parent-child 
relationships, promotion of 
physical and mental health, 
and research and evaluation 
of various intervention models 
and bilingual audiovisual 
materials in human development. 

These funds will be used to 
help implement a drama program 
which may help to alleviate the 
lethargy, apathy, and semi-
isolation which affect many 
senior adults in this community. 

To partially underwrite the 
publication of the fourth edition 
of the Directory of Texas Foun-
dations which will be an updated 
and consolidated reference work 
of more than 1, 2 00 Texas foun-
dations which will be of use to 
the general public and other 
foundations. 
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PROJECT 
CONTACT 

Dr. Emily 
Vargus Adams 
Ms. Elisabeth 
Barnett 

Ms. Joyce 
Seiber 
Ms. Sherry 
Sy bes ma 

Mr. William 
Hooper 

CITY AND/OR 
INSTITUTION 

Austin, 
Center for Develop
ment of Non-Formal 
Education 

Austin, 
Austin Parks and 
Recreation Department 

Austin, 
Texas Foundations 
Research Center 



PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

"' 
1269 Options for Older 600.00 These funds will be used to Dr. F. Eugene Austin, 

Workers Workshop pay for the travel and honor- Binder St. Edwards Uni-
arium expenses of Mr. Paul versity 
Mayrand, the National Direc-
tor of Programs for Older 
Workers, United States Depart-
ment of Labor, who will consult 
with various agencies and inter-
ested individuals in the Austin 
area who are actively involved 
in services to older persons. 

1272 Survey of Physicians' 15,936.00 Through the dissemination of Mr. C. Lincoln Austin, 
Attitudes Toward the results of a survey of the Williston Texas Medical 
Patients with Drug prescribing habits of physicians Association 
and/or Alcohol Related for patients presenting symptoms 
Problems of mental illness, this project 

will assist the Texas Medical As-
sociation in educating physicians 
and student physicians. 

127q Longitudinal Study of 2,890.00 This proposed study will ex- Dr. Thomas Austin 
Children's Adaptive amine changes in the adaptive Oakland UT-Austin. Depart-
Behavior behaviors of a multi-ethnic ment of Educational 

group of Austin school children Psychology 
during a four-year period. 

1288 Project Full Life 20,999.25 Implementation of a peer coun- Mr. A. Dixon El Paso, 
seling program for older per- Hartford Catholic Counsel-
sons both in and out of insti- Ing Services 
tutions and evaluation of changes 
in mental health of recipients of 
the counseling. 
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PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

1290 Neuropsychological 6,910.00 Support of a research project Dr. Erin D. Austin, 
Contributions to the which through anaylsis of Bigler UT-Austin, Depart-
Theory of Schizo- neuropsychological and psy- ment of Psychology 
phrenia and Its Dif- chological test results on three 
ferential Diagnosis kinds of adolescent patients at 

the Austin State Hospital--
adolescents diagnosed as schizo-
phrenic, brain damaged, or 
psychiatric dysfunction involving 
neither schizophrenia nor brain 
damaged symptoms--will lead to 
improved differential diagnosis of 
mental disorders. 

. 1293 Planning Meeting for 673.00 To defray travel and per diem Mr. Blas Harlingen, 
Development of a Region- expenses related to planning Cantu, Jr. Rio Grande State 
al Training Center in activities for the development Dr. Manuel Center for MHMR 
Mental Health Education of a regional training center Ramirez 111 
and Research in South Texas that would pro-

vide educational and research 
opportunities for mental health 
professionals. 

1300 "Back Wards to Back 700.00 Support of the community Ms. Diana Austin 
Streets" Documentary follow-up and evaluation of Sauls Southwest Texas 

this television broadcast Mr. Ray Public Broadcast-
aired in Austin and San Antonio Majors Ing Council 
May 30, 1980. 
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PROJECT 
NUMBER 

13011 

1306 

TITLE 

Use of Audiovisual 
Vignettes in Devel
opment of a Social 
Psychology of 
Student Behavior 

Preventive Mental 
Health Program 

AMOUNT 
$ 

11,150.00 

5,1180.00 

DESCRIPTION 

This grant will aid Investi
gators in the design of a 
series of audiovisual vig
nettes which will be used as 
projective techniques in 
gathering data from a tri
ethnic sample of eighth grade 
students In order to further 
understand student disrup
tive behavior in the school 
context. 

Design of a program for South
western University to deal with 
student stress by four differ
ent modes of operation and to 
offer personal growth workshops 
for church staffs in the commu
nity and in the five Methodist 
conferences that support the 
university. 

110 

PROJECT 
CONTACT 

Dr. Melvin P. 
Sikes 
Dr. Rose 
Brewer 

Ms. Barbara 
Brightwell 

CITY AND/OR 
INSTITUTION 

Austin, 
UR-Austin, R & D 
Center for Teacher 
Education 

Georgetown, 
Southwestern Uni
versity 







PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

993H Comprehensive Mental 92,600,00 A special grant from the Ima Dr. Louis Houston, 
Health Services Program Hogg Foundation to support Faillace UT-Health Science 
for Children in Houston a comprehensive treatment and Dr. James Center at Houston; 
and Harris County training program for providing Robinson Children's Mental 
$360, 170. 76 funded since mental health services to Health Services of 
September, 1976 children in Houston and Harris Houston 

County. 

1158H Adolescent Day-Hospital 29, 321. 00 Support of a day hospital ser- Mr. Eugene Houston, 
$63, 729 funded since vice for 13-through 17-year- Williams The Authority for 
January, 1979 old adolescents returning from MHMR in Harris 

Rusk and Austin State Hospitals. County 

1167H DePelchin Faith Home Staff 33,864.00 This is support of a residential Ms. Martha Houston, 
Development and Program treatment center for 6-through Henderson DePelchin Faith 
Evaluation 12-year-old severely emotionally Mr. Charles Home 
$64, 633 funded since disturbed children in the areas Mc Brayer 
February, 1979 of family and milieu therapy, 

general program consultation, 
and evaluation research. 

1183H Pediatric Consultation 10,619.00 To provide the salary of a staff Dr. Louis Houston, 
Liaison Service psychologist who will serve as Fail lace UT-Health Science 
$29, 355 funded since a liaison between the medical Dr. Betty Center, Department 
May , 1979 school and the various commu- Pfefferbaum of Psychiatry 

nity agencies which receive 
pediatric referrals for psychi -
atric evaluation and treatment. 
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PROJECT TITLE AMOUNT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CITY AND/OR 
NUMBER $ CONTACT INSTITUTION 

1185H Family Counseling and 29,285.00 Funds to provide two new Ms. Rene Houston, 
Parent Life Education services - El Centro Familiar Mendias Family Service 
Program and the Parent Child Develop- Mrs . Maria Center 
$60, 443 funded since ment Center Alumni Associ- Espinoza-Flores 
June, 1979 ation which together will 

increase the ability of low-
income Mexican American 
families to cope with their 
life stresses through family 
counseling, educational 
sessions on crime and drug 
abuse, and other areas of 
concern. 

1298H Art Therapy Project 15,000.00 Funding of a new staff position Mr. Paul Houston, 
in this program for abused and Gilford Houston Achieve-
neglected adolescents which ment Place 
will provide services in four 
areas: art therapy, community 
service and work experience, 
graduate follow-up treatment, 
and follow-up evaluation. 

1312H Trims- TWU Child 29, 100.00 Provision of training stipends Dr. Mae F. Houston, 
Therapy Training for three minority graduate McMillan Texas Research 
Program students who deliver super- Institute of Mental 

vised clinical services to chil- Sciences 
dren and their parents, there-
by enabling professional staff 
to serve 33% more clients. 
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AREAS RECEIVING GRANTS IN 1979 - 1980 

FORT WORTH 0 
0 DALLAS 

GEORGETOWN ° eTAYLOR 
AUSTIN* 

0 SAN ANTONIO o 
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FAMILY 
11% 

CHILDREN : 

Ages 0 -
Ages 6 - 12 
Ages 13 - 17 
All Ages 

ADULTS : 

AGE LEVEL SERVED 

12 85, 246. 22 
11 73, 991. 69 
7 48, 471. 00 

20 143, 941.24 

Young Adults ( 18-22) 3 18, 004. 86 
Elderly (65+) 7 50, 963 . 25 
All Adults 14 98 , 444 . 41 

ALL AGES : 

FAMILY: 

% 

50 

24 

15 

11 

DEVELOPMENTAL STATE 

351 , 650.15 
% $ 

1. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 4 21, n4. 86 
2. IMPLEMENTATION AND PROVISION OF 

SERVICES 11 80, 565. 78 
3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 53 378, 876 . 80 
4. APPLIED RESEARCH 1 5, 139. 00 
5. GENERAL MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION 167, 412 . 52 PROGRAM PRESENTATION 1 3,500 . 00 
6. BASIC RESEARCH 25 174, 390. 09 
7. PRODUCING MATERIALS FOR MENTAL 

HEALTH EDUCATION 19, 139. 42 
8. OTHER 18, 208 . 67 

108, 483 . 17 

79, 618. 78 
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H% 

41 % 

INSTITUTIONS AND AGENCIES 

UT AUSTIN 
UT SYSTEM (EXCLUDING UT AUSTIN) 
OTHER COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 
STATE INSTITUTION/NON ACADEMIC 
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY (NON-STATE) 
VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION 
PRIVATE AGENCY/INSTITUTION/CLINIC 
INTERNAL HOGG FOUNDATION 

14 
21 
5 
4 
1 
5 

41 
9 

$ 

96, 247. 66 
151 , 708 . 00 
33, 419 . 00 
29, 773. 00 
8, 732. 00 

34,678.55 
287, 208. 47 

65 , 397. 94 

42% 

PROGRAM EMPHASIS 

EDUCATION 
HEALTH 
MENTAL HEALTH 
LEGAL 
ECONOMICS 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
MINORITY ISSUES 
OTHER 

% 

8 58 . 554. 32 
42 297' 620 . 87 
10 69, 969. 24 
7 52, 415 . 00 
7 47 , 815.92 

17 118,279.95 
899. 78 

61 , 609 . 54 

$707 , 164. 62 Grants Funded During 1979 - 1980 
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ETHNIC FOCUS - POPULATION SERVED 

% 
BLACK 21 
MEXICAN AMERICAN 29 
MULTI-ETHNIC GROUPS 22 
NOT APPLICABLE 28 

205 , 085 . 89 
150, 386. 60 
157,664. 37 
194, 027 . 76 
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